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TOPICS OF THE DAY

❖ Who are your teachers? Who are our students?

❖ What is Documentary Linguistics? 

What is language documentation?

❖ How was language documentation done in earlier times?

❖ What will we learn this semester?

❖ What do you have to do for the credits?

❖ Bonus track



YOUR TEACHERS (OFFICE: 205)
Prof. UAM dr hab. Tomasz Wicherkiewicz
E-mail: wicher @ 

Prof. dr hab. Nicole Nau  office hour: (1) Tuesday, 16:45-17:45
E-mail: naunicol @ 

my homepage: http://naunicol-e.home.amu.edu.pl/

Empirical Linguistics and Language Documentation

(ELLDo): http://elldo.amu.edu.pl

Educational platform Languages in Danger: 

http://languagesindanger.eu/

Database Poland’s Linguistic Heritage: 

http://inne-jezyki.amu.edu.pl

http://naunicol-e.home.amu.edu.pl/
http://elldo.amu.edu.pl/
http://languagesindanger.eu/
http://inne-jezyki.amu.edu.pl/


DOCUMENTARY LINGUISTICS

❖ a new field of linguistics (since the 1990s)

❖ concerned with language documentation (sometimes synonym)

❖ interdisciplinary

Why in the 1990s?

Why interdisciplinary? Which disciplins?



DOCUMENTARY LINGUISTICS IS RELATED TO:

 concern about language endangerment

 corpus linguistics

 speech technology

 ethnography

 … 

«Documentary linguistics takes up a vision of the integration of 

the study of language structure, language use, and the culture

of languages.» (Hill 2006)



«Documentary Linguistics [..] is concerned with the 

making and keeping of records of the world’s 

languages and their patterns of use.» 

(Woodbury 2003)



QUESTIONS

What records are there of the English language?

Imagine nobody speaks English anymore. What could 

someone learn about English from the existing records?

How is the situation for the other ~ 7000 languages of the 

world?



LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION
(MORE DETAILS NEXT WEEK)

«Language documentation is concerned with the methods, tools, and 

theoretical underpinnings for compiling a representative and lasting

multipurpose record of a natural language or one of its variants.» 

(Himmelmann 2006)

«Language documentation acquires language data from many contexts in 

the best, most transferable, and most durable formats.» (Furbee 2010)

«language documentation is the creation, annotation, preservation and 

dissemination of transparent records of a language» (Woodbury 2011)



THEORY AND PRACTICE – DO WE NEED THEORY?

«without theoretical grounding language documentation is in the 

danger of producing “data graveyards”, i.e. large heaps of data 

with little or no use to anyone» (Himmelmann 2006)

«evidence from archival deposits shows that video tends to be 

poorly used by documentary linguists, with video recordings 

being made without reference to hypotheses, goals, or 

methodology, simply because the technology is available, 

portable and relatively inexpensive.» (Austin 2014)



CURRENT IDEAS ABOUT LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION

«our field of enquiring is limited by our understanding: who 

would have imagined the importance of documenting 

mundane conversational speech a century ago?» 

(Berge 2010)

«a language documentation should strive to include as 

many and as varied records as practically feasible […] 

Ideally, then, a language documentation would cover all 

registers and varieties» (Himmelmann 2006)



«PREHISTORY» (LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION 
BEFORE DOCUMENTARY LINGUISTICS)

16th – 18th/19th century, for example

❖ European travelers and scholars collect the Lord’s Prayer in various 

languages

❖ Spanish missionaries in Latin America write grammars and 

dictionaries of indigenous languages

❖ German and Russian scholars describe languages of Russia / 

Siberia

Why? 



THE LORD’S PRAYER IN LATVIAN IN SEBASTIAN
MÜNSTER’S COSMOGRAPHIA 1588



LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION IN THE LATER 19TH 
AND THE 20TH CENTURY

A remarcable scholar and person: 

Franz Boas (1858-1942)

education in physics and geography

pioneer of modern anthropology

founded a standard for documenting 

languages: text collection + dictionary 

+ grammar

? why is this (not) enough ?



SUMMARY: THE TRADITIONAL LANGUAGE 
DOCUMENTATION (19TH-20TH CENTURY)

❖ done by  linguists (often only 1 person)

❖ done by outsiders (not part of the community)

❖ published on paper (usually in small editions)

❖ result inaccessible to the speech community

❖ includes a dictionary, a grammar, and a collection of texts

❖ text collection: most often narrative texts (traditional stories)

❖ grammar: contains isolated sentences, 20th c often elicited/constructed



COURSE PROGRAM FOR THIS SEMESTER

Language documentation: principles and goals; language archives

(October, 3 lectures, N. Nau)

Data acquisition: fieldwork, recording, elicitation techniques, basic 

data management; (October/November, 3 lectures T. Wicherkiewicz, 1 

lecture N. Nau)

Transcription and annotation (December, 3 lectures, N. Nau)

Complex case studies and more (January, 3 lectures, T. 

Wicherkiewicz)

Summary (30.01.2018) 



ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS AND HOMEWORK

Find the homepage of this class at the site elldo.amu.edu.pl

➢ Bibliography

➢ Tasks & Text => password: DocuLing1

contains homework – reading

For course credits: three assessment tasks, due:

➢07.11. on language documentation and archives

➢xx.12. on data acquisition

➢09.01. on annotation (or related topic) 

http://elld.home.amu.edu.pl/?page_id=549


HOMEWORK

Read one of the texts given on the homepage, note what

you find important and try to answer the given questions.

Note also what you don’t understand. 



BONUS TRACK

Watch the trailer of the film «The linguists» and discuss what could it 
be that

(a) someone (e.g. prof. Nau) likes about it

(b) someone (e.g. prof. Nau) doesn’t like about it

Can you relate your discussion to what was said in this lecture?

find the trailer here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HInOD7VrCdY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HInOD7VrCdY

